Press release

STAR opens a sales office in Bilbao
STAR has established a presence in Bilbao to be closer to its clients in the north of
Spain.
On 1 May 2017, STAR Servicios Lingüísticos established its presence in Bilbao, and
with this step, the Barcelona-based translation company continues its strategy of
expansion in the Spanish market. “Our clients are mainly located in the three key
regions of the country: Catalonia, Madrid and the Basque Country”, explained Michael
Scholand, CEO of the Catalan company. “We already have a good base of clients in
Álava, Bizkaia, Gipuzkoa and Navarra. With our sales representative in Bilbao, our aim
is to be closer to our clients and take better advantage of the enormous potential of the
northern part of the peninsula.”
Expert in internationalisation
Our new sales representative, Garazi Mosteiro, holds a degree in translation, with her
languages being Spanish, Basque, English and French. She also has additional training
and experience in the internationalisation of companies. She will focus on companies
that are in the middle of the internationalisation process and that require a reliable
partner to meet all of their needs related to the life cycle of multilingual technical
communication: the management of multilingual product information, technical writing
and illustration, translation into all languages, simultaneous and consecutive
interpreting, multilingual DTP, graphical editing, publication and the logistics of
publication.
To request a no-obligation quote, find out more or arrange a sales call or visit, please do
not hesitate to contact our new sales representative:
Garazi Mosteiro
Sales representative – Northern Spain
+34 661360767
garazi.mosteiro@star-spain.com
About STAR Servicios Lingüísticos
The Barcelona-based translation company STAR Servicios Lingüísticos [www.star-spain.com] is part of the STAR group. Founded in
Switzerland in 1984; the STAR group currently has 44 offices worldwide and more than 800 employees. The Spanish office, a leading
company in translation services and the development of linguistic technology, has experienced continuous growth since its foundation
and its clients include prestigious brands such as BMW, Bosch, BSH, Bulgari, Cartier, Leica, Konica Minolta, Lidl, Peugeot, Renault,
Roche, Siemens, Toyota and Volkswagen. The key to STAR's success is its capacity to provide its clients with high quality economical
solutions for international communication. STAR is certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 17100.

